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A BSTRPACT
The U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground (USAYPG) was requested under
TECQA Project Number 5-CO-YPO-ITA-8ll to develop and acquire a
series of infrared targets with controllable thermal signatures
to support the test and evaluation of the Target Acquisition
Designation System/Pilot Night Vision System (TADS/PNVS)
subsystem~s of the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) fire control
system. Prior to this development effort, no capability beyond
the use of real-scene targets existed at USA'YPG to provide
thermally active targets with characteristic signatures in the
infrared band.
(1) a detection target,
Tree targets were acquired:z
r~cognition target, anc6 (3) a laser scoring board.

(2)

a

It is concluded that design goals were met and the sys'tem was
dolivered in time to perform its function. The system provides
oufticient thermal realism and has advanced the state-of-the-art
of infrared imaging system test and evaluation.
It is recommended that the FEBT system be validated as a
potential test standard and that "hardened" targets be acquired
tor continued thermal sight testing.
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IvTRODUCT IOh

1.
1.1

INTIUDUCTORY REMARKS

The U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground was selected as the
site for the competitive "fly-off" of the Target
Acquisition Designation System/Pilot Night Vision

System (TAUS/PNVS) subsystems,

designed by the Martin

Marietta and Northrop Corporations
Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH).

for
Site

the YAH-64,
selection
was

based upon many factors, some of which were the
consistently good flying weather over Yuma (360+ days)
and the ease of modelling the Yuma climate and the
subsequently derived optical parameters for insertion
into the various modelling programs to determine and
verify system performance.
Competition

"fly-off"

occurred

from approximately 2

January through 31 March 1980. During the competition,
it is estimated that data acquired from the thermal
targets, the Field Equivalent Bar Targets, accounted
for approximately 10% of the data collection flying
time.
The following report will discuss the acquisition of
the Field Equivalent Bar Target System used in the
compe ti tion.

7I
1
Ix'r

I
.1

The Departm~ent of the Army (VA) is in the process of
6evelopnient an1 deployment of attack helicopter systems

d

Acquisition Designation System (TAUS) and the Pilot
Aight Vision System (PNVS).
T1he primary subsystems of
the TADS are a Forward-Looking Infrared (FLIR) device,
TV, Direct View Optics, Laser Designator, and Laser
R~ange Finder, all mounted on a stabilized platform.
The PNVS is a navigational and fire control device
consisting principally of a FLIR device.
One of the
primary requirements of the AAH fire control system is
to enable the acquisition and designation of targets at
extended ranges in conditions of varying visibility, to
include day, night, fog, haze and smoke.
In order to assess the night vision facets of this
capability, target arrays with controllable thermal
signatures were required.

2.

V

PROGRAM 013JEC'rIVIS

'iThe objectives of the program as developed during the
acquisition process were identified as:
2.1 Determine 1nfrared Ta~rget Array Requirements:
A
preliinary in~esgation was conoucea to a seess the
U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground (USAYPG)
req~uirements for
range targets with controllable thermal signaturea to

Recgniio,

ayl(3)

"Aim Point Cross"

or Laser Scoring

2.2 Prepare Infrared Target Array specificationsA
systems spctcto
or te seles of three Tl
E~quivalent iar Targets (FL01) was formulated froml the
requirements analysis.
2.3 Develop infrare Tar~etArrax
Prior to the
initi-TMon o6T- s prodct
a acive element thermal
J1

bar target was a device used only in the laboratory.
it was the objective of this development to prove the
feasibility of extrapolating a laboratory measurement
techiqueto
ufiel
tes envronmnt.Consequently,a
intare tagetarray (DAAD-79-C-0037) was let to 11VI
CorpratonKensington, Maryland on 3 July 1979 and
delierywaseffected on 30 November 1979 with final
accptacetesting comipleted on 6 December 1979.

2

3.
3.1

DETAiLS Oe TASK
ACQUISITION

TASK METHODOLOGY

3.1.1

Because one of the primary requirements of the Advanced
Attack Helicopter fire control sy3tem is to enable the
acquisition and designation of targets at extended
ranges in conditions of varying visibility, e.g. day,
night, fog, haze, and smoke, USAYPG was requested under
TECOM Project No. 5-CO-YPO-ITA-811 to develop ard
acquire a series of infrared targets with controllable
thermal signatures. Prior to this development effort,
no capability, beyond the use of real-scene targets,
existed at USAYPG to provide thermally active targets
with characteristic signatures in the infrared ban.
Thermal realism was desired to efficiently test the
specified parameters of the fire control system.
Specifically, this development and acquisition task was
accomplished in three phases:

3.1.2

a.

Requirements

Analysis

b.

Specification Preparation

c.

Development
RLEQUIREMELT5,ANALYSIS

An initial review by USAYPG personnel of the AAH fire
control documentation indicated that specialized
expertise not available at USAYPG would be required to
formulate Infrared Target Array requirements.
0onsequently, Contract i'o. DAAD01-78-K-1557 (Reference
1) was let in April, 1973, to Dr. William Wolfe of
infrared Incorporated, Tucson, Arizona, to provide an
assessment of USAYPG requirements for range targets and
to provide advice and quilance on target design, target
utilization aryJ the associated measurement
ins trumentation.
ir.
Wolfe's study resultei in a
series of syatem requirements anc the bugge3tion of
several alternative fabrication techniques,

3

-I.

sP'CJ!FICATIoii PREPARATION

3.1. 3

The requirements generated by the Infrared Incorporated
study were independently subjected to analysis by the
U.S. Army Night Vision and Electro-Uptics Laboratory,
F~ort Belvoir, Virginia (NVSEOL).
The requirements
identified a need for special equipments and materials.
Consequently, a survey of industry conducted by NV&EOL
in February 1979 revealed that a proprietary product
manufactured by the TVI Corporation of Kensington,
Maryland under the trade name of ENERGY KOTE (Reg.
trademark) offered the only known source capable of
providing the required degree of thermal control in a
light weight, field portable, resolution pattern
target. A specification was drafted for the Field
Equivalent Bar Target System. Three types of targets
were identified for acquisition:

II

a.

A Detection Target

b.

A Recognition Target

c.

An "Aimpoint Cross"4 or Laser Scoring Board
DEVELOPMENT

3.1.4

Request for Proposal (RFP) No. DAADO-79-R-0054 was
issued on 13. May 1979, resulting in Contract No.
DAAD-79-C-0037 on 3 July 1979 with the TVI
Corporation, Kensington, Maryland.
3. 2

DSRPINOF MAIN COMPONENTS

3.2,1

DEVEULMLT MUTHODOLOGY

Th~e idea of controllable thermal bar patterns for use
in a field test environment was suggested by NV&EOL in

}

response to the requirement for an Infrared (Ifl)
Imaging anCi Control system. The Field Equivalent IBar
Target (FLUEIT) 43yztem is used for comparison testing of
infrared and near-infrared optical and electro-optical
eys tems .
s

IJeally, the basic e~porimental scheme would be to
station a real scene object, such as a tank, at a
particular idL-ntifiable point and fly towards the
object along a predetermined flight path. When the
observer (pilot) notes that an objecL is present,
Recognition occurs when the
detection has occurred.
class to which the object belongs has been discerned;
Identification occurs when the
0.g., tank, truck, man,
observer can fully describe the object to the limit of
hiis kncwledgel e.g., Tr-62 Tank, frierdly APC (Reference
2).

4

Functionally, threshold resolution can be related to the
visual discrimination of images of real scenes. This may be
accomplished by replacing the real scene object with a bar
pattern of contrast similar to that of the object (Figure
1) . The number of bars in the pattern can then be
correlated to the criteria of detection, recognition, etc.;,
i.e., correlation with the sensor's threshold bar pattern
resolution. The bar spacing is some function of the minimum
dimension of the scene object and the level of desired
visual disc;:imination (Reference 3).
Testing against
targets such as the FEBT system, obviously, does not allow
duplication of the full realism of an operational
environment; however, such testing does test competitive
systems at less expense than would full scale field tests
against real scene objects.
NV&EOL has developed an extensive m ylelling technique for
analyzing and projecting sensor performance against a
military target.
This technique indicates that the
recognizability of a military target using a given sensor is
related to an equivalent contrast or temperature difference
bar pattern whose bar spacing is some function of the
minimum dimension of the object and the level of visual
discrimination desired.
For the example of a side view of a
tank, height is the dimension of interest. In addition, the
NV&EOL modelling technique adjusts the length of the bars to
the length of the target so that the energy of the bars will
be considered over the equivalent length of the real target.
Consequently, if a system has been specified to perform a
given level of recognition against a 2.3 by 2.3 meter
target, it is then necessary to construct a panel that is
one--half cycle more than the criterion high and 2.3 meters
long., A half cycle is defined as (target dimension) /(the
nunber of lines specified for the criterion), where
criterion is detection, recognition, etc.* The test is the
degree to which the observer is able to resolve all the
individual bars in the pattern.
Because of this resolution
requirement, the FEBT for the detection criterion must
consist of three one-half cycles (2 bars separated by an
equivalent distance), but only the target dimension in
length. The reason for the extra one-half cycle on each
target is that the pattern should begin and end on a
"background" bar. This is done so that a "target" bar is
not left contrasted to the material background. A similar
rationale may be developed if width is assumed to be the
dimension of interest in a frontal view of the tank. See
references 2, 3, and 7 for a rigorous discussion of the
substitution of bar pattern resolution targets for
real-scene objects.
* The terms and criteria of visual acuity are identified in
Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1
L)iscr im ina tion
Ira sk
Level

of Visual

-Le-el-,

Detection

0

Discrimination

Des cr it tion

A blob has been
discerned tha t
may or may not
warrant further
investigation.
Probability of
false alarm is

(Reference 2)

Example
A bright spot in a
scene may be a
tank, a smu-Jge pot,
a tree, an animal,
a campfire, etc.
No appreciable cues.

high.

1. A blob nas been

discerned that
has a reasonable
nrobabilty of
being the object
souqt,
bcaus

A stationary blob onI
a road has a reasonable probability of
being 3 vehicle but
could also be a PLOdleor atree shmadow

limited cues 'that
flefinitely warrant further investigjation if
possible. Pr obability of false
alann is moderate.
2

A blob hia3 been
3 iscerned that
1!-s a hiqh nrobability of beingj
the onject

s3ought because
suchasocaton,

A blob moving at
high speed on the
horizon sky has a
high 'nrobability of
being an aircraft.
A hot mlovinq oolect
ably a vehicle,

renortarl location
14,~~O

*

is

Suf~in

to.

7

T.1

Table 1--Con~iniied
Type
Recognition

3

An object has
been discerned
with suff icient
clarity that-its
general c.lass
can be differentiated.

Differentiate between a tracked and1
a wheeled vehicle.

Classical
Recognition

4

An object has
been discerned
with sufficient
clarity that
its particular
class can be
definitely esta bl ished .

Passenger car, van,
pickup truck, tank,
armored personnel

IdontificatiOn 5

An object has
been discerned
with sufficient
clarity not on
ly to establish
the particular
class of object
but also, the
specific type
within the

M-60 tank, F-4 a ircraft, a particular
person, etc.

class.

q

Table 2

iscrimination
Task

Level

Estimated Resolution Required per
iiinimum Object Dimension
(lines or half cycles)

0

1-3

1

2-4

2

2-5

'Pipe
Recognition

3

4-10

Classical
IPecognition

4

4-20

Identification

5

9-30

Detection

,
•

Resolution Required for Various Levels
of Visual Discrimination (Reference 2)

For the thermal targets, the temperature difference ,may be
expressed as the difference between the temperature of the
bar and the temperature of the background. Subsequently,
the objective is to construct the patterns so they will have
temperature differences nearly equivalent to the soecified
contrasts of the targets.
NV&EOL recommended fabricating the thermal F3BTs out of a
special resistive coating material for large area heating
purooses. This material conducts current when a potential
difference is impressed across it. The temperature that
radiates is almost a perfect black body.
A carefully
controlled thermal target may be designed using
thermocouoles/thermistors to sense the temperature
difference between the background and the thermal material
layer. Utilizing a controller designed using modern solid
state electronics and feedback control system techniques, a
target may be constructed to render a constant thermal
signature under a variety of changing ambient conditions.
Initial calibration using a radiometer or similar device is
necessary
temperature
difference as
.-aya thermocouple/thermistor
not correspond to the same
differential as
measured by a radiometer. NV&EOL recommended the
construction of FEBTs similar to Figures 2 and 3 to satisfy
the requirements for the AAH program.
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.192

2.668M

Figure 2
RECOGN ITION
Field Equivalent Bar Target
(FEBT)
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1.1 5M

1-15M

1.1 5M

1.1M

5.75M

1.725M

2.3M
1.1SM1.725M

5.75M
Figure 3
DETECTION

Field Equivalent Bar Target
(FEBT)
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The F'ield E;quivalent Bar Target (FEBT) system consists
of a series of three separate controllable thermal
siqnature targets for fiell test applications:
a.
The Recognition FULMT--VE"3T-1 (Figure 4) is
composed of six heated bars, each of which is
approximntely 0.19 meters wide by 2.3 motors long. Each
bar is separated by a background of the same
dimensions.
The pattern is centered in a board of
apptoximately 2.7 meters by 2.7 meters.
b.
The Letection FiL -- FSBT-2 (Figure 5) is
composed of two heated bar3, each of which is
a. pproximately 1.15 meters wide by 2.3 meters long. The
bars are separated by a backqround of the sane
dimensions as one of tL e bars.
The pattern is contere
in a board of approximately 5.75 meters by 5.75 meters.
c.
The L#aser Scoring Bloard (Aimpoint
Cross)--FC3,1T-3 (Figure 6) is composed of four heated
3quares, each of which is approximately one meter by
one meter, .eparated by an approximnately 0.2 meter wile
field] so as to form a cruciform when positioned upon a
oa ckground.

lhe VL'1a11s are cexposed of a basic heater molule mounted
on a basic frame within a background, a control unit,
and a power unit. The interface and operation of each
system is quite similar.
e'FiT-l and F'CT-2 use the same configuration of heater
modules which includes twelve individual heater panel
elements.
A thermistor is bonded to each heater panel
element and the composite module is terminatd to a
single connector.
The heater panel modules for FUBT-l
and] F'iT-2 are mechanically and electrically
interchangeable.
The panel modules for FEBT-3 are also
composel of twelve individual panels and thermistors
aDn are electrically compatible with the other modules.
dowever, the mechanical configuration is unique to
F G'WV- 3.
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DETECTION

Field Equivalent Bar Target
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A control unit (Figure 7) houses the controller cards
The
an3 master controller card for each system.
controller card includes twelve temperature controllers
and controls cne heater panel moJule. A master card
et.tablishes

the ambient reference,

average

ambient

control signals, and set point control circuitry. Also
includei in the control unit is a set point selector
switch. The configuration of the master card is unique
to each iBI while the controller cards are
interchangeable for all the FEBTs. An F26T control unit
requires the master card and one controller card for
each heater rnt:iule (twelve nanel elements).
FEIT-l has
six controllers while FEAT-. and re1'r-3 each have
twelve.
fach system has a separate power unit (Figure 8) which
incli~es

AJ

DC power supplies for heater current ani a

separate supply tor the controller output state base
drive.
LOach 3ys term has a single thermistor located on
the structure to estahlish the ambient temperature
reference point. Additional thermistors are located on
the structure adjacent to each heated area of the FEBT
to establiz- an ambient reference for control. Four
thermistors surround each active area for each target.

24

Jtructurally, the overall width of the Fd'Ir-l
decognition target is 2.68 meters with a height of 2.68
meters. The VL'T'-2 Uotection target incorporates a
width ani neight of 5.75 meters respectively. The
baser Jcoring board, urovided as a 3.3 meter by 3.3
meter insert, was mounted against a standard 20 foot
square plywool-facei range target.
As delivered, the
atatv-alone recognition and detection targets provided
a wooden structure, balanced on support struts, secured
via tow linea connected to trailer tie downs to proviie
structural integrity against wind loading. 1'he
structural frame provides a series of points to which
the actual target backing is secured.
Wind loads are
thereby transferreJi to the frame for both front and
rear loads.

Frontal wind loads are transferred to the frame by
,,ip.plying a comp:,ressive load to the taxget backing
riaterial and the thermal panels themselves.
Winds
against the roar surface apply an undesirable tensile
load to the panels ani hacking material.
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Figure 7
FI ELD EQUIVALENT
BAR TARGET BOARD
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404
Figure 8
FIELD EQUIVALENT BAR TARGET
POWER SUPPLY UNIT

The thermal signature is generated by applying a DC
potential difference across a proprietary conductive film,
ENERGY KOTE (Reg. Trademark) , deposited on an insulative
backing material.
Individual elements are constructed for
the Detection and Recognition targets 0.19 meter by 0.119
meter with a bus bar along each opposing side and a
thermistor bonded to the geometric center of the square
element to measure the absolute temperature of the element
(Figure 9).
The Laser Scoring Board utilizes a 0.17 meter
by 0.17 meter element. Each module of FEBT-1 and FEBT-2 is
constructed of panels of twelve by one elements. FEBT-3
modules are constructed of panels of six by two elements.'
The modules are thermally insulated from the background.
The background provides the definition of system "ambient".
This background is thermally coupled to the basic structure
and is decoupled from the heating film. The thermal mass of
the structure is such that although gradients will exist,
significant temperature changes are not readily effected in
the structure because temperature excursions are integrated
over the "ambient" area.
Multiple temperatures are sensed
on the background and an average background temperature
immediately adjacent to the control surface involved is
defined as ambient,
The individual elements are controlled
against that ambient.

.4

Because the heating film deposition is insulated from
ambient to control heat loss, a variable rate in thermal
control exists. The heat up time of the target is quite
short because the film is of a low thermal mass and is
decoupled thermally by an air gap. No active cooling is
provided and, therefore, the heat loss must be through the
insulation and surface of the elements.
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Figure 9
BASIC HEATING ELEMENT
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Each panel module controls to a temperature established
above the average ambient. Therefore, the panels are at
approximately the same temperature. This may not be the
case for the background plate as gradients may exist over
A given panel element may therefore be at a
the surface.

differential temperature other than a selected value above
the background plate immediately adjacent to it, but It
controls to the average plate temperature. The selection of
the transducer locations on the integrating background plate
(See P. 19) and the number of transducers greatly influences
As
the quantitative measurement of the "average ambient".
the plate average changes, the controllers, and hence the
heaters track that change. The heaters are non-synchronous,
and will cycle on and off as their individual sensors and
The rate and reset control, inherent
controllers dictate.

in the design, will filter exaggerated temperature due to
the asynchronous operation and differences in thermal paths
due to contruction and material differences. Because the
panel element only applies heat, cool-down control is
determined by the response time of the structure, by the
background plate, and by the insulation scheme used in the
heater. panels.

3--Set Points 5elected for the FEBT System

Table

Temperature

Set Point
0

OFF

1

+1.25

2

+3.0

3

+5.0

4

+7.5
+10.0

5
3.2.2.2

Differential

THEORY OF OPERATIONS (Reference 4)

A set point

(able

3)

is

selected by the selector switch

which establishes a reference voltage to the summing network
The set point voltage is varied as a
in the controllers.
function of the actual ambient temperature through a
feedback amplifier to compensate for the nonlinearity in the
thermistors. Four
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thermistors are connected in oarallel to obtain an
average of the temperature adjacent to the panel and
this signal is similarly applie
to the summing
network.
A trim resistor potentiomieter adjusts the
summing network for variations in the sensing
thermistor. The resultant output of the summing
junction provides a reference to the control amplifier.
A thermistor mounted on the heater panel clement
provides the other input to the amplifier (Figure 10)•
When the panel temperature is below the reference
temperature, the input voltage will be above the
reference and hence saturate the amplifier, turning on
the heater via the output transistor.
Once the panel
temperature stabilizes, the voltage across the
thermistor is reduced, ohutting off the control
trans is tor.
The heater panel modules are configured to be
interchangeable for the FUO'l-1 Recognition ard FE3T-2
Uetection targets.
1;ach module is composed of twelve
discrete heater panel elements composing a bar
approximately 0.19 meters by 2.3 meters.
Gach panel
element is monitored by a thermistor for control.
The
bar assemblies are harnezsed to a connector which mates
with the connector locate,' on the control unit. Any
1'eater module can interconnect with any controller
,t-nector on the control unit and similarly any
r?.,,ttroller can control any heater panel.
For the
bEDT-3 Laser scoring Lloard, the basic heater module is
composed of twelve heater panel elements arranged to
provide a module of aooproximately 0.33 meters by one
meter.
'orned metal cans urovide the structure ana "ambient"
background for the overall target.
Because the active
ieated area is controlled]
against the "average ambient
temperature" immediately aljacent to the control
:,urface, selected hckground panels are instrunented
with thermistors.
This instrumentation is different
for each target because the active area configurations
.'iUer. Vor the t'UiT-l Recognition target, the
backgrounri adjacent to each of the six active modules
is Instrumented.
The end pans have two thermistors
while those vans between active mo3ules have four
thermistors.
11he thermistors are grouped in fours to
the temperature adjacent to the active area.
aicasure

The thermistors for each pan are terminated to a
4inchester Connector an] connected via a harness from
those connectors to the thermistor input connector
located on the control unit. A single thermistor is
located on a oan to measure the actual temperature of
the environment and it is also included in this
ha rness.
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IPor the L.',Cs-2 Uetection
grouping of

ix

target,

heater modules

the active areas are a

that form

two active

I)ars.
The oackgrourrl thermistors are configured to
measure those two areas.
Thus, four thermistors
surround each area.
The FEET-3 Laser Scoring Board has four active areas

each of which is surrounled by four thermistors.

The control units

(figure 7) house the control

electronics ard orovide an interface junction box for
the heater panels and

thermistor

harnessing.

Each

control unit contains a printed circuit board card
frame to contain the controller cards and a master
card. The card frame is wired to the interface
connectors for the panels and also to a test connector
for each panel. The test connector provides a test
point for each thermistor which is located on the
heater panel elements ami it will provide a point to
measure the voltage which appears at the control
amplifier. By monitoring this voltage, the panel
temperature can be obtained and also a determination of
temperature control can be establishea.
The wiring for
all controller cards and test connectors is identical
for all three targets in the system, with the only
difference being that iEJT-l employs six controllers,
six panel interface connectors, and six test
connectors; while FEBTr1-2 anti FEBT-3 use twelve

controllers, twelve interface connectors, and twelve
test connectors.
Because the interface wiring to any
controller board is the same for any of the EB'fs, and
because the controller boards are similarly identical,
any controller card can be used for any panel for any
of the FLTs. it should be noted, however, that the
control may vary as the controllers are interchanqed
Jue to variations in the trim. These changes should be
very slight and not significant to systems operations;
however, the pnenoinenon should be recoqnized,
The master cards are unique to each system. The number
of average teml:eratures for each target differs and,
therefore, the number of amplifiers used is different.
Also, trim adjustment to the ambient reference
amplifiers may vary from master card to master card.
An average amLient for each controlled module is fed to
the controller card summing junction.
The ambient
signal is associated with the panel under control.
In
the case of rGU3T-l, each of the six controllers has a

separate ambient from the master card.
For FEBT-2,
which controls only two areas, only two references are
provided and the controller inputs are bused in groups
of sixeach.* F r FEBT-3 four active areas gre..l
requ red, thus your refefence inputs are use whie the
controller inputs are bused in groups of three.

1:
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lUach kiEAr sys temn includes a 3eparatc power unit (Figure
8)

IL
k

which houres the LC power supplies for heater power

Une power supply in each unit is
and tran3istor drive.
designated~ as a 10 V power supply and it provides the
base current drive for the controller output
transistors and is the supply for the operational
The power supplies designated as +28 V
amplifiers.
The configuration of
provide the actual heater power.
1PEr-1 power unit is slightly 3ifferent from tha t of
4'T-2 or FELLT-3. 11wo +28 V supplies are used with

IF'CiT-]. andA are bussed~ sep~arately to groups of three
FOD12-2 art! kizi3-3 emrploy three +28 V power
bars.
supplies, each of which is bussed to four bars. A
sinigle cable interconnects the power unit anM the
control unit. Tne -main power ULN/OFF switch ard fusinq
are in the pcwer unit.
3. 3

3. 3. 1

d'''iUTILIZATIION

AGT

D~GIIk/O0NTO

The detection/recognition targets were utilized in the
classical manner described in 5ection 3,2.1. rilo
aircraft flew along a preietermined flight path towards
The observer announced "detection" when he
the tarrget.
could resolve the two-bar tarqet and "recognition" when
ambient conlitiona, and other param~eters are factored
into an evaluation iio'lel of system effectiveness.

Cockpit video corroboratei the observer'~s ,:erceptions.
The whole evaluation qy~ tern is predicated upon visual
acuity anJ3 tlie human ability to perceive;

and,

as such,

it presents many biasing factors.
3. 3. 2

LA 3U1, 6CQRILU BUARU

(AIMiPOINI Clwss)

1T.he Laser Scoring uoard was utilized precisely as its
A near infrared vidicon with a 1.06
name implies.
microm~eter sens itivity was used to detect the laser
h notch filter of 100
pulses striking the target.
Angstrcxns about 1.06 micrometers was used to 3harpen

Local
the test Iata about the wavelength of interest.
video instrumentation was set up to display arti record
the data.
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Video tapes were brought back to the USAYPG Range Operations
Center
(ROC) forUnit
processing
under
the supervision
of the
Electro-Optics
of the Data
Acquisition
and Reduction
Branch. Each tape was processed for time base correction and
loaded onto video disc in 10 second increments.
As each new laser pulse was played back from video disc, a
Quantex DS-20 was used to frame grab and store the image.
An HP-1000 with appropriate software reduced the data.
The search window was established to be the target size.
The "recorded brightness" thresholds, which are proportional
to energy densities, were set at 10 and 100% to capture the
area
laser recorded
spot for brightness.
which the recorded
is
>10% of
of the
the peak
Minimum brightness
brightness was
s~'et at the target ambient and the target birghtness peak was
established as 100%.
This was done to eliminate
digitization on tai-get peaks, which occurs when average
values are

used for maximums and minimums.

The proportion of

the recorded brightness corresponding to energy is highly
dependent upon the dynamic range of the camera.
The data, as acquired, was then transferred to a digital
array and the geometric centroid was calculated in cartesian
coordinates (XY).
The centroid was generated relative to
the actual center of the target (herein designated Xo,Yo).
Also, plots of X versus time (X,t) and Y versus time
(Y,t)--beam Jitter--were generated. Further analysis
provided histograms of the percent of energy falling in a
specific geometric region of the target.
Additional analysis of the data acquired from the Laser
Scoring Board was performed by the U.S. Army Missile Command
(MICOM), Huntsville, AL, who performed Power Spectral
Density and Phase Angle Analyses, in addition to other
parametric investigations.
4.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

The objective of this development and acquisition project
was to provide, at low cost, an initial set of unique and
specialized thermal targets required for the testing of the
fire control systems in modern airborne and ground-based
armament systems. In particular, the testing of the fire
control system of the YAH-64, Advanced Attack Helicopter
(AAH), TECOM Project Number 4-AI-100-AAH-004, was to be
accomplished.
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The measure of the cost effectiveness of the system is
essentially qualitative in nature as there are no
standards previously developed with which the costs may
be compared (Appendix C). These targets were developed

to provide a unique capability, not presently in
existence at any test and evaluation facility.

Previously, active element, precision controlled
thermal bar targets were a laboratory instrument only.
In this respect, the development of these targets
significantly advanced the state-of-the-art of field
testing thermal imaging systems.

The utility of these targets is not limited solely to
the testing of the AAH fire control system. All
thermal sight test and evaluation of modern airborne
and direct-fire weapon systems can benefit from this

development effort. As the threat reaches new levels
of sophistication in its night-fighting capability,
test and evaluation

of U.S. and Allied weapon systems
incorporating thermal imaging systems will require a

consistent set of field test thermal target standards,
JIThis development is a first
stepl and as such, should
be evaluated as a potential test standard against which
future developments can be measured.

Alternative design schemes were not cos tel out. They
were assessed as being unacceptable due to size,
weight, complexity, lack of modularity, etc.
Lowever, the objective of providing sufficient thermal
realism -wt a reasonable cost to adequately test
,.- ,ecified parameters of airborne and ground-based fire

control systems has been met.
A

'

Lrior to the acquisition

maintained a field
of this ability, no TECUM facility
testing capability to iimulate thermal realism.
t',arlier field testing consisted of the use of real
scene objects anr. a subjective evaluation of the
ability of the system under test to resolve the target.
Consequently, future cost benefits will accrue in the
utilization of these targets in the test an, evaluation
of advanceJ weapon systems incorporating thermal
imaging sights.

f

5
5.1

CO.CLU_1ON,
Thermal design goals of the acquisition were -net,

within accaptable limits
L,,2

(Apperix B).

State-of-the-art in the field testing of weapon
nsystems
incorporating thermal imaging sights has been

advancel .
5.1
i'he system provide3 cost benefits in the test and
evaluation of weapon systems incorporating thermal

F

imaging s ights.
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6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

The FSBT system be evaluated by the TECOM community for

consideration as a potential test standard.
6.2 The FEST system was a successful research and
development effort resulting in system prototypes. These
prototypical thermal targets were not desighed to take the
severe environment imposed on them by permanent location on
the Cibola Instrumented Range. High winds in excess of 45
mph carrying abrasive sand have pelted and damaged the
original target structures. Extensive in-house structural
modification has been necessary to supplement the original
target frame to withstand the high winds.

The dry Yuma

climate, as well as continual wind-induced flexure, caused
considerable damage to the thermal paneley i.e., glued seams
parted and epoxied thermistors separated from the
measurement surface of interest.

The prototype FEBT system has demonstrated the
cost-effectiveness of the design approachy however, the
fragility of the FOBT system presents obstacles to full
utilization of the FSBT potential: moving the targets from
one point to another on the range, readily reorienting the
bar pattern 45 or 90 degrees, and utilization of a thermal

moving target for dynamic field performance measurement.
It is therefore recommended that a series of sets of
environmentally "hardened" targets be acquired for continued
thermal sight testing.
One series should be designed to

permit mounting on a remote controlled target carrier to
provide a moving thermal target capability. (The
constraints imponed by mepting moving target requirements
may require some degradation in characteristics (e.g.,
reduced size) from the semi-fixed set.)
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Acceptance Too t Da ta

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ARMY NIGHT VISION AND ELECTRO-OPTICS
FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

LABORATORY

22060

0 1 JL.

oELNV.VI
SUBJECT:

,

Night Vision and Electro-Optics Laboratory Support of

Field Equivalant Bar Targets (Contract DAAD01-79-C-0037)

Commander

US Army Yuma Proving Ground
ATTN: STEYP-TD (Mr. R.H. Miller)
Yuma, AZ 85364

i. Reference, Yuma Proving Ground Work Directive PRON K1-9-ROO13-OlL5-CJ dated 1 Aug 79.

'

2. Reference telephone conversation between
and Mr. Miller, YPG, 18 Jun 80, BAB.

r. Moulton, this office,

3. In support of the subject contract, the Night Vision and ElectroOptics Laboratory conducted a series of preliminary tests on the thermal
target boards per the work directive, Reference 1. The results of these
tests are the subject of the report entitled, "Preliminary Tests of Field
Equivalant Bar Targets No's 2 & 3" (Incl 1).
Copies of this report were
presented to Mr. E. Scott at Yuma Proving Ground on 3 Dec 79. This report accurately describes the capability of the thermal target boards with
regard to the capability to attain and maintain a pre-selected AT.
Uniformity of temperature across the target boards and conditions that
affect set point uniformity are also addressed in the inclosed report.
A summary of these technical parameters as determined by NV&EOL is provided in the table below.
Design Set Point

+O.20 C

AT°C

'5.0

FETB 2
1.59

1.31

3.0

2.98
4.57
6.88
7.30

2.63
4.53
6.46
7.32

B-2
l

i

AT°C

FETB 3

1.25
7.5
10.0

b1

Measured

0-

DELNV-VI
SUBJECT:

Jul-

U
Night Vision and Electro-Optics Laboratory Support of

Field Equivalant Bar Targets (Contract DAAD01-79-C-0037)
Specific shortcomings observed by NV&EOL during preliminary testing are
discrepancies between the design goal set point tolerances and those
actually measured, The discrepancies were greater at the higher (7.50 C
and 10.0 0 C) set points, whereas the measured AT was within about 0.40 C
for most of the lower set points. The importance of maintaining the air
cup material in close proximity to the active panel surface in order
to preview large uniformity differences was noted.
4. In addition to the data described in the inclosed report, an analysis has been conducted by this laboratory of the results of field M)T
measured during the recent AAH test using the FETB's as it compares to
the laboratory measured MRT. This analysis indicates that field obtained
MRT using the thermal target boards was approximately 40% of the MRT
at high spatial frequencies over that obtained in the laboratory. This
is considered a significant finding in that it demonstrates a clear

F

degradation of sensor performance when measured on the normal operational

platform. This finding is not unusual when compared to past experiments,
but does indicate the usefulneos of a field target board.
5. Although the current target boards have a fragility that excludes
continued field usage (as discussed with R. Moulton, Reference 2), a
field target board concept clearly provides a capability to access the
operational t4RT of FLIR sensors that can be obtained no other way. It
is suggested that YPG consider a follow-on hardened MRT target board if
continued FLIR testing is envisioned. Please advise if we can be of
further assistance in this endeavor.

as

D ector, Visionics\Division
ght Vision and Electro-

$

(j-' Optics Laboratory
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COPY, AS AM4ENDED
PRELIMINARY TESTS OF FIELD EQUIVALANT BAR TARGETS NO's 2 & 3

INTRODUCTION:
The enclosed report describes the results of prelimi~nary tests conducted on the Field Equivalent Bar Targets #'s 2 and 3 at Night Vision and
Electro-Optics Laboratory, Ft Belvoir, VA.
The primary measurement device was the NV&EOL Thermoscope manutfactured
by Texas Instruments, Inc.

A description of this device and the measurement

and data analysis techniques are included as Appendix I. Also included in
Appendix I are representative photographs of the thermoscope imagery of both

VEBT 2 and 3.1
Final acceptance testing will be performed by NV&EOL personnel at Yuma

V

Proving Grounds.
An AGA thurmoscope will be used to determine:
1. The target boards are functioning as observed at NV&EOL (FEET 2

A PRT-5 radiometer will be used to determine approximate

~t of each

of the FEBT's (PRT-5 is accurate tol.2.0.5 C).
CONCLUSIONS:
The design requirement set point A t's were not met in most cases within
0

the desired +0.2 C.

B-4

Law

',h....

*

The table below describes the desired set point At, the measlred
t, and the deviation from the desired set point 4t for FEBT 2.

DESIRED
At +0.20 C
1.25
3.0
5.0
7.5
10.0

AVERAGE
MEASURED A t

°C FROM
SET Point

1.59
2.98
4.57
6.88
7.30

+0.34
-0.02
-0.43
-0.62
-2.70

The discrepancies noted above are not considezad by NV&EOL to impact

the usefulness of the FEBT-2 as a precision measurement device.
Most, if not all, of the AAH measurements are expected to be conducted
at the lower (1.25°C and 3.0°C At) set point.
The 1.25 0 C set point is only +0,14 0C out of specification and the
3.0°C

t set point is well within the 0.20 C tolerance.

The uniformity was

very good at all set points.
The slight discrepancy from the tolerance of the 1.25 0 C At set point
is not considered relevant.

What is important is to know the precise &t

for each of the set points.

j

The discrepancies found at the higher set points are not considered

important since they will, in all probability, not be used in the AAH TADS/
PNVS fly off.
It is important, however, to know the At/°C of the higher set points.
The fabrication of the FEBT #3 was a "best effort."

However it is

obvious that this device, too, is a precision measurement device.
-2-

w

B-5

A similar table describes the desired vs measured data for FEBT #3.
Note:

The average measured

At is for three of the four areas of FEBT #3

-

see the results section for a complete explanation.

DESIRED
0.2°C

AVERAGE
MEASURED At

At

+°C FROM
gET POINT

1.25

1.31

+0.06

3.0

2.63

-0.37

5.0
7.5
10.0

4.53
6.46
7.32

-0.47
-1.04
-2.68

RESULTS:
Initial attempts of measuring the differential bar temperatures on
30 Oct and I Nov were unsuccessful due to failure of the target panel to
maintain a set point.

This was finally resolved on 15 Nov.

When the 1OK

resis.ance in the set point voltage divider were found to be intermittently open.

These were replaced but the panels still have occassional

problems with either single elements or columns of elements not controlling.
These difficulties were traced to bad contacts in connectors.
On 15 November a complete test of FEBT-2 was conducted, starting at the
1.25 set point... The panels were unable to reach the 7.5 set point until the
cutrent limit adjustments in the 28 VDC voltage regulators were changed.
The 10 degree set point was not reachable even with these adjustments.

A

problem was found with an approximately five volt drop in the 28 volt return
lint, from the controller box.
carrying the current.

This was due to inadequate gauge wires

This was temporarily fixed with a jumper wire allowing

the panels to reach the 10 degree set point.
-3-
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FEBT-3
These panels were run exactly the same at FEBT-2, with a series of
thermistor measurements being made at each set point to insure that the
panels were controlling.

No problems were encountered this time except

that it was noted if the air-cap is not kept pressed close to the panels,
apparently temperature differences in the radiometric measurements are
noticed, even though the thermistor measurements indicate that all the
panels are at the same temperature.

Non-Uniformities
Large-amplitude, small-scale radiometric non-uniformities were
measured across the panels.

They appeared much hotter at the junctions

between separate thermal squares, apparently due to an emissivity
difference rather than a temperature difference.

From a distance, thqse

are hardly noticeable as illustrated by the pictures.

A blow-up of the

four squares in the FEBT-3 panel is included for comparison,

FEBT-2

LEFT AMBIENT

RIGHT AMBIENT

(Air-Cap only over
two bars not over
ambient panel)

TL

Set Point
1.25
3.0
5.0
7.5
10.0

AT

1.58
2.91
4.31
6.99
7.05

Thermistor Approximation

1.60
3.05
4.83
6.77
7.55

1.78
2.9
4.7
6.75
8.4

-4B-7

I...........

i i, I

1

Ii

iI

iJ

iI

1

1

i':

Remarks

The only radiomatric measurement that does not appear consistent
with the thearmistor readings is that of the 100 Bet point.

From the

thermal images it can definitely be seen that it is hotter than the 7.50
set point; however, r'ie temperature variance across the panels appears
greater.

This probably explains the discrepancy.

Only at the So set point (excluding 100) was the difference between
the two bar temperatures significant.
FEBT-3
AMBIENT
(Air-Cap only over four

squares, not over
ambient panel)

.III

Set Point
1.25
3.0
5.0
7.5
10.0

1.30
2.40
4.57
6.53
7.49

.84
2.05
3.67
5.72
6.63

AT
1.22
2.66
4.60
6.37
7.31

_&T.4
1.41
2.76
4.42
6.47
7.16

Therstor Aroximator
1.2
2.8
4.8
6.8
7.8

Remarks
On panel square #2 the air-cap wai not flat against the thermal elements.
This probably accounts for the low readings.

Transmission lose on the air-

cap may account for the diacrepancies between radiometric and thermistor
measurements.

The thermistor measurements are the average over a small

sample of random readings.

Appendix I
Method of Radiometric Signature Measurement

The signatures in this report were measured with NV&EOL's thermo-

scope. The thermoscope is a 330 by 330 field of view horizontal line
scan (500 lines) imaging system with reflective optics, a HgCdTe (8-12
micron) single-element detector-dewar module, and an internal controlled
blackbody for temperature reference.

The framing period is 4.5 seconds.

As the thermoscope detector scans across the image and reference blackbody,
the preamp voltage is sampled, digitized to eight bit precision and
recorded on digital magnetic tape.

This digitization and recording process

is performed by NV&EOL's Phase I Digitizer system.
The thermoscope is calibrated immediately before the measurement
exercise by determining the detector-preamp temperature-to-voltage transfer
curve, the internal reference blackbody set-points, and the A/D converter
transfer curve.

The thermoscope Calibration Set, which includes an environ-

mentally stable blackbody reference source, is ueed fir this purpose.
Figure B-1 illustrates a typical calibration.

This data is stored on

magnetic tape along with the digital images and is used in the data reduction proc,ss.

The recorded digitab tapes are later processed on the Night Vision
System Simulator (NVSS) Image processing facility. As each image is read,
the digital preamp values are adjusted in offset by the internal temperature
reference values to DC restore the AC coupled preamp signal.

Calibration

data for the thermoscope's radiometric temperature-to-video signal transfer

-1

function is then applied to complete the conversion to a calibrated radiometric temperature digital image.
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Each calibrated image is then processed on the interactive Image
Manipulation Facility.

Using the lIMF, regions of each image corresponding

to objects of interest are outlined.

The average temperature within each

region is then computed on the NVSS and used to generate the data presented
herein.
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